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[구S T-17 ] Ca uvb y  p h otom etry  of th e Gal actic g l ob ul ar cl usters NGC 

6 12 1 ( M4 )  and NGC 5 9 04  ( M5 )
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We present Ca uvby photometry of the Galactic globular clusters M4 and M5. Although 

M4 and M5 have essentially identical metallicities, [Fe/H] = -1.2, based on high-resolution 

spectra of large samples, M5 has the extended blue horizontal branch stars in their  

color-magnitude diagram. We will discuss the morphological differences between the two 

clusters and we will compare properties of RR Lyrae variables in the clusters. 
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Most recently, in addition to the unusual well-known 10 kpc ring seen in previous 

observations of M31, the presence of a second, inner dust ring was discovered in the disk 

of M31 (Block et al. 2006). The two off-center circular rings06)ggest that M31 has been 

distorted by very recent passage of iownsatellitf iownsatthrough the disk. In thiwncase,06)ch 

a recent violent event mayo ohance the efficiency 2006tar formation in the disk of M31. On 

the other hand, the existence of young 6tar clusters in the ouowkirts of M31 disk 6)ggests 

the occurrence of a significant recent06tar formation in the disk of M31. Most of the 

young 6tar clusters in M31 have similar characteristics to the blue 6tar clusters in LMC. 

Star cluster 6ystemncan be a tracer of iownsatellitf io and assembly, in the sense that0

6ignificant star cluster formation is typically prod)ced by majr dstar-forming episode in a 

iownsa. Therefore, assuming that0merging/accretion event mayotrigger high-level06tar 

formation in the disk of M31 than in qui inent gent gentdisks, it is intriguing to examine 

the properties of 6tar clusters related hat M exse of M31 disk. By 6tudying the kinematics, 

age, mass, and spa6tar distribmaticsof young 6tar clusters in M31, we cicfirm the 

existence of plentifur young massive clusters associated hat M ee disk of M31, and 

s)ggest that  eese young clusters mayobe ouogrowt Mof a s)ggested recent merger 

occurred at the center of M31 disk.


